
No matter the sport, one thing remains the same: when it’s game time, it’s go time. Preseason prep is 
just as important for your social team as the team itself! Here's how you can be sure you're crushing the 

upcoming season all year long with the help of Slate. Below you’ll find our recommendation for the 
number of assets and several ways to win with each!


3-5 Fonts 15+ Graphics
8-12 Backgrounds 15+ Filters

Preseason Prep

Recommended Number of Assets:

Fonts Example Use Cases: Main, Secondary, Numbers, Quotes, Special Occasions

1 Rename your fonts for easy recognition 

Ex. “Main,” “Title,” “Quote,” “Numbers,” etc. 

2 Don’t go overboard!

Too many fonts can cause confusion when creating

3 Use fonts that keep your content fresh

Consider font styles you might use for special events and holidays like 
Cinco de Mayo or Veterans Day

Our team can add drop shadows, create 
outline versions, edit the highlight style 
and more on your brand fonts. Check out 
our Help Center for all available font 
styles!
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Backgrounds Example Use Cases: Field, Arena, Jersey, Graphics, Textured Color, Logos

1 Brand your reposted content

Build BGs with cutouts in order to keep your brand 
top of mind, even when reposting content 

2 Use photos & videos

Upload drone footage or player photos to use behind 

other media & assets - no design required!

3 Create BGs to leverage fan content

Bring a branded feel to UGC for a more cohesive fan experience

Graphics & GIFs Example Use Cases: Logos, Player-Specific Assets, CTAs

1 Incorporate strong CTAs

Direct your audience to Swipe, Join, or Watch via graphics

2 Utilize movement to catch attention

Incorporate animation into your graphics by converting them to GIFs 

3 Use graphics to elevate your brand’s personality

Brainstorm graphics that relate to your team’s phrases and traditions, 
players’ brands, and elements from your surrounding community

Filters Example Use Cases: Arrivals, Big Moments, Polls/Quizzes/Trivia

1 Control Brand Integrity

Use pre-approved filters for quality control over live content with strict 
specifications, like sponsorship activations

2 Own your content

Watermark filters brand any pieces of media with a swipe

3 Get creative with layouts

Build out filters that neatly frame multiple pieces of media

Templates

1 Eliminate resizing and placement issues

Text heavy PSDs you repeatedly use make for a great templates

2 React to real-time events

Create premade templates to react to real-time events without 
breaking brand standards

3 Keep things consistent, no matter what

Templates make it nearly impossible to mess anything up 

Example Use Cases: Score Updates, Starting Line Up, Quotes, Stat Graphics

Overall Considerations

1 Evergreen vs Robust

Think through the more basic but versatile, evergreen elements like splashes, arrows, 
lines, etc., to use alongside unique, robust assets specific to certain events or campaigns

2 Work smarter, NOT harder

Be sure to upload your partners’ logos, and competitors’ logos alongside your brand 
logos - each one with white, black, and color versions

3 Repurpose, repurpose, repurpose!

We know that pulling together assets can be overwhelming but don’t start 
from scratch - use elements that you already have at your disposal

4 Design with the end in mind

Account for how you want your content to look as a finished product and build 
assets that support that - consider aspects like where you will place @ tags


